Read and Play

The Mitten, by Jan Brett

Read the story with your child each day this week, and then choose an activity to do together.

- Check out these mitten activities. Pick and choose the ones you like best!
- Allow your child to put together his own printable book for The Mitten.

- Try this activity, found on Jan Brett’s own site. Or you may prefer this one.

- If your child is interested, learn a little about the author of the book, Jan Brett.

- Play Jan Brett’s Matching Animals Game.

- Try some (or all!) of these snack ideas throughout the week:
  - ~Mitten Snacks
    - ~Using a mitten cookie cutter and some sugar cookie dough, cut out a mitten snack. Bake, decorate, and enjoy!
  - ~Mitten Snack 2
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**Fruit Turkey Fondue**

Prepare these treats and give as gifts to neighbors. Or enjoy them together as you remember to be thankful.

**Turkey Treats**

For a bigger project to do together, create these cute [turkey t-shirts](#) and wear them on Thanksgiving Day!

Play [Turkey Color Bingo](#).

Print out one or several of these [coloring sheets](#). Use them to keep the kids busy while waiting for your Thanksgiving meal, or simply use them as a reminder of what Thanksgiving is about.